
 

 
Candidates for the Vermont Senate Chittenden District 

 
Vermont Conservation Voters (VCV) wants to provide voters with information on the environmental records 
and priorities of the candidates running in the Chittenden Senate District Democratic Primary. Six candidates 
will advance through the Democratic Primary and be on the General Election ballot in November. 
 
Please note: we were only able to provide information for candidates who submitted a VCV Candidate 
Questionnaire and/or have a legislative environmental record. 
 

● Phil Baruth, Burlington  (Incumbent) 

○ 100% environmental voting record 2019-2020; 92% lifetime score 

○ Baruth serves as Chair of the Senate Education Committee, where his committee passed 
nation-leading legislation to reduce lead exposure from drinking water in Vermont schools and 
childcare facilities. This session, Baruth also used his seat on the Senate Judiciary Committee 
to help advance legislation to hold toxic polluters accountable for the harm they cause. In 
addition to his support on bills to protect people from toxic chemicals, Baruth has been a 
longtime supporter on a range of climate change, clean water, and other environmental 
initiatives. 

 

● Virginia “Ginny” Lyons, Williston  (Incumbent) 

○ 100% environmental voting record 2019-2020; 100% lifetime score 

○ Lyons currently serves as Chair of the Senate Health & Welfare Committee, where she has 
championed a range of environmental bills through the years - particularly working to better 
protect children from toxic chemicals, and protect firefighters from PFAS chemicals. She also 
served as Chair of Senate Natural Resources and Energy for 10 years, where she worked to 
introduce and pass the state’s first greenhouse gas reduction goals, enhance energy 
efficiency programs, support solar and other renewable energy development, create an 
electronic waste recycling program, support downtown and growth center planning, and 
served on the Vermont Citizens Advisory Committee on the Future of Lake Champlain. 

 

● Christopher Pearson, Burlington  (Incumbent) 

○ 100% environmental voting record 2019-2020; 100% lifetime score 

○ Pearson was presented with the 2018 VCV Environmental Rising Star Award. He helped 
establish the Climate Solutions Caucus, which he now co-chairs. The Caucus has played an 
important role in highlighting the urgency of action on climate change, and working to maintain 
the Legislature’s focus on tackling this critical issue. In addition to strong climate leadership, 
Pearson fought for long-term clean water funding; served on the Act 250 Commission; and 
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continues to champion a range of policies focused on ensuring we have a clean, healthy 
environment as an essential underpinning of a healthy economy and thriving communities. 

 

● Michael Sirotkin, South Burlington  (Incumbent) 

○ 100% environmental voting record 2019-2020; 100% lifetime score 

○ Sirotkin works to represent the voice of those who frequently lack access to policy making in 
Montpelier, including working families, seniors, children, and Vermont consumers. As Chair of 
the Senate Economic Development, Housing, and General Affairs Committee, Sirotkin has 
championed affordable housing and smart growth policies and a high-quality, cost-effective 
education system. In his role on the Senate Finance committee, he fought for clean water 
funding. He consistently works to ensure legislation will simultaneously protect low-income 
and marginalized Vermonters while protecting our natural resources. 
 

● David Scherr, Burlington 

○ According to his VCV Candidate Questionnaire: 

■ Scherr’s campaign priorities include reforming our criminal justice system, promoting 
affordability in Chittenden County, and investing in economic recovery while building a 
green economy.  

■ Scherr is committed to investing in economic recovery and building a green economy, 
which means investing in a robust and resilient public transportation system, putting in 
place policies to lower our state’s dependence on personal vehicles, and growing 
Vermont’s clean-energy economy by protecting and promoting the solar and wind 
sectors of our local economy. Scherr has also served on the boards of the Farm & 
Wilderness Foundation and the Ninevah Foundation, nonprofits that promote 
conservation efforts in Vermont. 

● Dylan Giambatista, Essex  

○ 96% lifetime environmental voting record during tenure as a State Representative 

○ According to his VCV Candidate Questionnaire: 

■ Giambatista’s campaign priorities include COVID-19 recovery with creativity and 
investment, supporting and fostering Vermont’s mission-based identity and brand, and 
increased investment in public higher education.  

■ In his two terms as a State Representative, Giambatista supported policies that move 
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions (the Global Warming Solutions Act), eliminate 
waste (Single Use Plastics Ban), and protect our natural resources (clean water 
funding, and various environmental protection and conservation initiatives). He also 
supported legislation to ensure polluters pay the cost for their environmentally harmful 
business practices. One of the bills Giambatista sponsored this biennium was to create 
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a “Be a Water Champ” license plate, a special vanity plate to raise public awareness 
about clean water and create a funding stream. 
 

● Erhard Mahnke, Burlington 

○ According to his VCV Candidate Questionnaire: 

■ Mahnke’s campaign priorities include economic and housing justice, racial and social 
justice, climate action and environmental justice.  

■ Mahnke was a founding member of the Vermont Housing and Conservation Coalition 
in the late 1980's, where he helped persuade the Legislature to create the Vermont 
Housing and Conservation Board (VHCB). For the last three years, Mahnke has 
worked in close collaboration with climate change advocates as part of the Climate 
Action Coalition. As a Burlington City Councilor in the 1980's Mahnke worked with 
then-Mayor Bernie Sanders to set the city on a path to energy independence by 
issuing the first energy efficiency bond and securing the future right to purchase the 
Winooski One hydro project. He also worked with Sanders to fund significant 
improvements to Burlington’s sewer and storm water system and help clean up Lake 
Champlain. He helped stop the original design of the Champlain Parkway, which would 
have caused toxic chemicals to flow into the lake. Mahnke supports the Global 
Warming Solutions Act, Transportation Climate Initiative and a Vermont Green New 
Deal. 

● Steve May, Richmond  

○ According to his VCV Candidate Questionnaire: 

■ May’s campaign priorities include universal primary care, universal basic income, and 
clean water initiatives.  

■ May was a leading voice while on the Richmond Selectboard in support of the town 
purchasing land for what is now its Town Forest. He also helped shepherd the 
Richmond Creamery brownfield redevelopment project. May takes a holistic view on 
environmental stewardship and climate justice. May’s environmental values draw on 
his background as a social worker. His preferred way to lead on environmental issues 
is through consensus making. He believes that reaching compromise is an exercise 
driven by values and interest and requires parties genuinely interested in the pursuit of 
"yes.” 

 

● Louis Meyers, South Burlington 

○ According to his VCV Candidate Questionnaire: 

■ Meyers’ campaign priorities include health care, affordability, and criminal justice.  

■ As a physician, Meyers has been directly involved with taking care of patients during 
the COVID crisis, and believes it is essential that we review what was helpful and also 
what were essentially panic-driven decisions which may have hindered care and 

 



 

caused collateral damage. While his career hasn’t been focused on environmental 
programs, Meyers marched in the very first Earth Day in 1970. 

● Kesha Ram, Burlington 
○ 100% lifetime environmental voting record during tenure as a State Representative 

○ According to her VCV Candidate Questionnaire: 

■ Ram’s campaign priorities include climate justice; affordable housing and early 
education, and racial and social justice.  

■ During her eight-year tenure as State Representative, Ram served as the Vice Chair of 
the Natural Resources and Energy Committee, where she focused on equitable 
access to natural resources and green jobs creation. She helped steer a landmark 
renewable energy siting bill through the House, though it was vetoed by the sitting 
governor. She has been a consistent advocate for the ideas championed in the Green 
New Deal. Ram has also released a detailed plan to combat racial and social injustice, 
addressing these issues through health and economic equity, environmental policy, 
criminal justice reform, reparations, and support for indigenous communities in 
Vermont. 

■ First woman of color to receive an award as project lead from the High Meadows Fund 
for work to advance environmental justice policy in Vermont and recognized as Morris 
K. Udall Scholar for leadership on environmental justice 

● Adam Roof, Burlington 

○ According to his VCV Candidate Questionnaire: 

■ Roof’s campaign priorities include achieving net zero carbon emissions by 2040, 
expanding access to renewable energy, and working collaboratively with advocacy 
organizations, elected leaders, and Vermont’s business community to protect 
watersheds and Lake Champlain.  

■ Roof has led or supported a number of initiatives while a City Councilor, including 
passing a $30,000,000 bond to invest in Burlington stormwater and wastewater 
systems to put a stop to combined sewer overflows (CSOs) into Lake Champlain. He 
also voted to officially declare a climate emergency in Burlington and supported a 
range of initiatives to make Burlington a Net Zero city, including helping the effort to 
launch the first two electric buses in Vermont, supporting transportation demand 
management initiatives, and actively supporting alternative transportation initiatives 
including bike lane and bike supportive infrastructure. 

● June Heston, Richmond 
○ We have not yet received a VCV Questionnaire for this candidate. 

 
● Thomas Chittenden, South Burlington 

○ We have not yet received a VCV Questionnaire for this candidate. 
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